
Marsh Lavanue 
Board Chair & CEO | INTERA

Kristi Alford-Haarberg
President & CEO | E2 Optics

Cory Kwarta
CEO | Swisslog Healthcare

"Being recognized as a Titan 100 means a tremendous amount to me. 
Titan 100 connects some of the highest-regarded executives in 

Colorado and has proven to be an invaluable resource. Being a Titan 
100 is a great opportunity to learn from innovative executives in 

different industries."

"I think that people are endlessly fascinating. Being part of the Titan 
100 has provided me with opportunities to meet and hear about others 

industries, experiences, and motivations. I believe that this access to 
new and varied perspectives has expanded my way of thinking and 

approach to my work."
 
 

"Being a Titan 100 has been an incredible experience. I have learned 
so much by interacting with my fellow Titans. The peer-to-peer 

connection is invaluable. Not only am I learning from my fellow Titans 
on ways to improve my leadership, but I'm developing strong ties with 

the collective members."

Pamela Harris
President & CEO | Mile High Early Learning



Robert Lindley
CEO | Canyon Title

Kathy Knudsen
Founder & President | Healthbreak, Inc.

"It has been an incredible honor to be selected as a Titan 100. 
It is hard to describe the feeling of being in a room with 

amazing CEOs. These CEOs and their organizations 
consistently give back, and care deeply for their employees 

and the communities they serve. I want to personally thank the 
Titan 100 program for elevating business leaders and 

providing this forum for us to connect.  It is an incredible 
opportunity to be recognized for being the best in your industry,

 and then given the opportunity to learn and grow from so 
many equally passionate, bright, and experienced peers."

Mike Mahon
CEO | Zia Consulting



Bill Baldwin 
Managing Principle   Cresa 

"I have chosen to take advantage of what the Titan 100 program 
offers me and gotten involved with my fellow C-Level executives 

to build the relationships that help me thrive as a C-level 
executive. The community of sharing and learning has helped me 

be a better leader in my organization." 

"Titan 100 is the most unique award organization I know of and it’s 
much more than that! It’s first class in every way and it naturally 

creates a community of incredible people. The relationships that I have 
built and the value I have gained is pretty extraordinary and has 

impacted my life and the way I lead my company."

Will Feldman
CEO | Garlic Media Group

"The Titan 100 program has been an extremely rewarding 
experience for me both personally and professionally. The 

recognition is great, but the best part of the process for me 
has been meeting so many other great business leaders. 

Titan 100 does such a great job of creating community events 
that foster deep relationships and networking. I highly 
recommend the program for any who has a chance at 

receiving the honor!"

Nick Stanitz- Harper
CRO & Co- Founder  | Edison Interactive

Mischelle Weaver
President | Guardian Mortgage


